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THE LION. 

THE LION is a fine, noble-looking creature, and is 
called the king of the beasts. Lions live in the 
forests in distant countries, and are very dangerous to 
meet, as they often tear people in pieces. There are no 
Lions in England except those which appear in shows 
with other wild beasts. When children go to see them, 
they should be careful not to stand too near, for fear 
any of the beasts should put out their claws and hurt 
them, which has sometimes happened. 
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THE TIGER. 

TH , TrGER is a very ferocious animal, and, as weJl 

as the Lion, lives in the forests in the East-Indies and 

other hot countries, where he not only devours animals, 

but also men, women, and children. The Tiger springs 

upon his prey the same as a cat does upon a mouse, and 

carries it away in the same manner; the streaks on its 

body give it a beautiful appearance. The Tiger is so 

strong it can kill a horse or even a larger animal, and 

drag it to the woods with ease. The roat of the Lion 

and the Tiger is so loud it is dreadful to hear. 
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THE. LYNX. 

THE LYNX does not look so fierce as many other ani
mals, yet he is equally cruel. When hungry, he climbs 
up tl1e highest trees after squirrels or weasels, or hides 
himself and watches, till the deer, hares, or other animals 
come near; he then darts out and seizes them by the 
throat, and sucks their blood till they are dead; he then 
leaves them to seek for others. When the Lynx is at
tacked by a dog, he throws himself on his back and 
:fights till the dog is often obliged to run away. The 
skin of the Lynx is used for muffs . 
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THE LEOPARD. 

THE LEOPARD is a beautiful animal; but, like other 

wild beasts, he has a very ferocious appetite, and when 

he cannot find animals enough in the forests to satisfy 

his hunger, he goes into the field~ and seeks for prey 

among the oxen and sheep. Two Leopards at the Cape 

of Good Hope were one morning seen to kill nearly 

one hundred sheep and lambs. The spots on the Leo

pard's skin make him look very handsome. The skins 

of the Lion) the Tiger, and the Leopard are of much 
value. 
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THE HYENA. 
TH1<; HYENA is nearly the size of the wolf, but more 

:fierce and savage than any other animal. It is ever 
growling, and seems to be always in a rage, which 
together with its bristles standing up, give it a most 
•frightful appearance. Its howl is very loud and 
dreadful, and for its size it is the most terrible of all 
quadrupeds. It i very bold, ;nd defends itself against 
the .Lion, is a match for the Panther, attacks the Lynx, 
and seldom fails to conquer; and though taken ever so 
young, can never be tamed. 
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THE HIPPOPOTAMUS. 

'fHE HrPPOPOTAMus, or River Horse, is much larger 
than any sort of horse, and resembles the ox and the hog. 
It is to be found in great rivers and lakes in Africa. Its 
hide is so thick that a sabre cannot pierce it. It has four 
teeth in each jaw, more than a foot long, and has been 
known to sink boats by biting pieces out of them ; he 
rises occasionally to the surface of the water for air, and 
when he cannot find fish enough, hunger forces him to 
go on land to seek for food, when the natives make 
large fire~ to frighten him again into the water. 
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crHE WOLF. 

THE WOLF is very much like a dog in appearance, 
and lives in the woods on any animals that he c(1n catch. 
He is in general a coward but when pressed by hun-. 
ger, he goes at night into the fields to see what he can 
find, and carries off sheep, lambs, and even dogs; 
sometimes he enters villages and attacks women and 
children. Many years ago there were wolves in Eng
land, and they used to frighten people and to do a great 
deal of mischief, but they have been all destroyed, 
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THE FOX. 

THE Fox has a fine bushy tail, and is something like 

the wolf, but not so large ; he lives in a burrow, in 

the fields or woods, where he hides himself during the 

day, and comes out at night to steal fowls, lambs, or 

any thing that he can carry to his hole. The Fox is a 

swift runner, and affords fine sport to those who delight 

in hunting. ' The huntsman who arrives first after the 

dogs have killed the fox, claims his tail, which is called 

a brush, and which he carries home in great triumph. 
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THE BEAVER. 

THE BEA VER, is two fe'et in length and about one foot 
in height, and something like a rat. It i~ a native of 
North America, and is a most curious animal. It cuts 
with its teeth through the branches of trees, or thick 
pieces of wood, with surprising ease and quickness, and 
builds its house on the side of lakes or rivers with the 
greatest skill and exactness. It is easily tamed and soon 
becomes a gentle harmless creature. The Beaver 1s 

hunted in the winter for the sake of its skinl which is 
used for making hats. 
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MON KIES. 

THERE are many sorts of Monkies : they are very cun

ning creatures, and very fond of mischief. They are 

also very apt to imitate what they see done by per

sons about them. Many droll tales are told of Monkies. 

In their native countries it is highly amusing to see them 

springing about the trees after each other ; they are 

very harmless and good-natured, except they are ill ... 

treated or molested ; in that case the screaming of hun

dreds or thousands of them, together, expressive of 

their anger, is very curious. 
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THE KANG U RO 0. 

THE KANGURoo is a native of New South Wales. It 
is the size of a sheep ; its general colour is a fine pale 
brown, with a little white underneath~ It feeds on herbs 
and grass and lives in burrows under ground in the 
fields. From its hind- legs being so much longer than its 
fore-legs, itboundsforward in springs nine feet in height 
and twenty in length ; when it rests, it sits el'ect on its 
hind-feet. The Kanguroo has so much strength in its 
tail as to be able to break a man's leg with one blow. 
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THE NYL-GHAU. 

THE N YL-GHAU, as it is called, is a native of India. 
It is in size between the cow and the <leer, and resem
ble::; both. Although the Nyl-ghau is said to be wild 
and vicious in its own country, one that was brought 
to England was perfectly gentle and harmless, an<l. 
always seemed pleased at being noticed; he used to lick 
the hand that stroked or fed him, and never attempted 
to hurt any body. The Ny]-ghaus' manner of fighting is 
very curious: they fall on their fore-knees and dart at 
each other with such force as sometimes breaks their 
horns. 
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THE SEAL. 

THE SEAL is foun<l in all climates. It varies in size, 
some being only four feet in length, others nine or ten. 
The body is covered with a thick shining hair. Some 
are black, others are spotted, but dark yellow is the most 
common colour. The feet are placed close to the body, 
and appear like fins ; the hinder parts are turned back
wards, yet it moves very quickly. Though the Seal is 
sometimes met on land, the water seems to be its natu
ral element. Its skin is used for trimmings, and for 
making hats: its flesh also yields much valuable oil. 
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THE ELK. 

THE ELK is a native of North America and cold cli
mates. It is a very large animal, and resembles the 

Moose-deer. An Elk that was caught in a forest in 

Russia, and allowed to be very young, was as large as 

an ox: its ears were full half a yard long. It eat thirty 

pounds of bread, and drank eight pails of water every 

day, yet it seemed to wish for more. It was gentle 

and good-tempered to its keeper, and to those persons 

who went to see it. The Elk runs with great swiftness, 

and swims on the water extremely well. 
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THE DOG. 

THE DoG is a generous, faithful creature, and often 
displays surprising proofs of sagacity and attachment. 
It is common for a Dog to refuse consolation on the 
death of a beloved master, and to go to his grave and 
expire with grief. The Dog is useful in many ways; 
he contributes greatly to his master's pleasures in the 
sports of the field; he is also his companion, his friend, 
and his protector ; many a dog has been known to save 
his master's life : how disgraceful it must be then to ill 
use this worthy animal ! 
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THE CAT. 

THE CAT is in general thought nothing of; yet it is a 
beautiful animal and very much resembles the tiger. 
The Cat is shy and timid, and not so faithful as the 
Dog : yet many instances might be given in favour of 
its gratitude and attachment. Nor is it without its 
useful and plea.sing qualities : its Jove for its offspring, 
which gives it the courage to fight any animal it fancies 
likely to injure it, is very striking. It is also very 
useful in destroying rats and mice, which otherwise 

woul<l be extremely troublesome to us. 
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HARRIS's 
<rrabtnet 

OF 

AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION. 
Consisting of tlze most approved NOVELTIES for tlze NURSERY; 

Printed in a superior manner upon good paper, ls. 6d. eacb, and illustrated 
with SIXTEEN Engravings neatly coloured. 

1. MoTHER HuBBA.RD & her DoG. 
2. D .,u ,IE TROT and her CAT. 
3. CocK RoBrN, a Painted Toy, 

for either Girl or Boy. 
4. History of the HousE THA'r 

JACK BUILT. 
5. NuRsERY Nov&LTIEs, or a 

New Alphabet for Children. 
6. History of the APPLE Pm, writ

ten by Z ; an Alphabet for little Mas
ters and Misses. 

7. DAME DEARLOVE's DITTIES 
for the Nursery, or Songs for the 
Amusement of Infants. 

8. PETER PIPER's Practical Prin
ciples of Plain and Perfect Pronun
ciation. 

9. The INFANT's FRIEND, or Easy 
Reading Lessons. 

10. The SNow DROP, or Poetic 
Trifles for Little Folks, after the man
ner of the " Daisy" and " Cowslip." 

11. The HosBY-HoRsE, or the 
High Road to Learning ; being a re
vi val of that favourite Alphabet, " A 
was an Archer and shot al a Frog." 

12. CRIES of LONDON, or Sketches 
of Various Characters in the Metro
polis. 

13. Tbe Courtship, Marriage, and 
Pie-Nie Dinner of CocK RoBIN and 
JENNY WREN. 

14. The Alphabet of GooDY Two
SHoEs ; " by learning which she 
soon got rich." 

15. History of Sixteen WONDER
FUL OLD WoMEN; illustrated with 
as many Engravings, exhibiting their 
principal Eccentricities. 

16. SPRING FLOWERS, or Easy 
Le5sons for Young Children, not ex -
ceeding Words of Two Syllables. By 
Mrs. RITSON. 

17. Sir HARRY HERALD'S Gra
phical Representation of the DIGNI
TARIES of England, shewing the Cos
tume of different Ranks, fro::n the 
KING to a CoMMONER, with the 
Regalia used at the Coronation. 

18. The PATHS OF 

strewed with Flowers, 
Grammar illustrated. 

LEARNJN~ 
or English 

19. ToMMY TRrP's MusEuM, or a 
Peep at tbe Quadruped Race, Part I. 

20. Ditto, Part II. 
21. Ditto, Part III. 
22. The PHCENix, or a Choice Col

lection of Riddles and Charades. 
23. The CosTUME of DIFFERENT 

NATIONS, illustrated. 
24. W ONDERs, descriptive of some 

most remarkable in Art and Nature. 
25. The MONTHLY MoNITOR; or 

Short Stories, adapted to every Season 
of the Year. By Mrs RITSON. 

26. S1111PLF. SToRms, in Words of 
One Syllable, by the Author of the 
" Stories of Old Daniel." 

7. The P1cTURESQUE PRIMER, 
or First Step up the Ladder of Learn
ing, with 72 Engravings. 

28. The PEACOCK at HoME; with 
The BuTTERFLv's BALL, an Origi
nal Poem, by Mr. RoscoE. 

29. The NEw ToM THUMB; with 
an Account of his Wonderful Ex
ploits; related by Margery Meanwell. 

30. VaLEl"TINE and ORSON, or 
the surprising Adventures of Two 
Sons of the Emperor of Greece. 

31. TAKE YOUR CHOICE, or the 
Alphabet Community. 

32. LAPLAND SKETCHES; or, De
lineations of the Costume, Habits, 
&c. of Jens Holm and his Wife 
Karina Christian. 

33. ToM TICKLE's Family His... 
tory, versified by himself. 

34. ToMMY TR1P's MusEUM of 
Brnns, Part I. 

35. Ditto, Part II. 
36. The INFANT'S GRAMMAR; or 11 

Pie-Nie Party of the Parts of Speech. 
37. The MoNKEY's Fnouc. 
38. The SEVEN CHAMPIONS of 

CHRISTENDOM. 
39, LITTLE RHYMES FOR LITTLE 

FOLKS. 
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